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HJTiWDUCTION 
Distributed over the state of Maine, from 
Vanceboro on the east to Waterford on the south-
west, and from Seboomook on the northwest, to 
Cherryfield well up the coast, are forty-four 
(44) cemeteries of a shadowy and little under-
stood people, to whom has been given the unfor-
tunately appropriate name, "The Red Paint People 
of Maine." The name seems to have originated 
with Professor Arlo Bates of K. I. T. 
Most archaeologists object to the name, "The 
Red Paint People of Maine," which is usually 
shortened to "Red Paint People" when speaking of 
the Indians, and to "Red Paint," when speaking of 
the related artifacts or complex. This objection 
is based on the fact that abori~inal man in many 
parts of the world used red ochre whenever it could 
be obtained, and hence its use by a group of Kaine 
Indians is interesting but not essentially distinc-
tive. The tendency to label any grave containing 
red ochre a "Red Paint" grave, regardless of where 
it is found or what else it contains, has led to 
endless confusion. The name should be abandoned. 
Other names have been suggested but none so far 
has proved acceptable. 
In the following analysis the name "Maine 
Cemetery Complex" replaces the old name, and its 
adoption is suggested until the true status of 
the complex can be determined and the ethnic group 
related to it identified. 
The cemeteries do not appear to have been lo-
cated in conformance with any particular plan since 
they occur in twelve instances on lakes, in four 
instances at tidewater, in twenty-six instances 
inland on rivers, and have been discovered in one 
instance in open country. There is, however, a 
tendency toward grouping which will be discussed 
later. 
The waters of the Penobscot River were the 
most favored, with thirteen cemeteries, which 
number can be increased to twenty-four by the in-
clusion of those on tributary waters. The closest 
competitor is the Kennebec River and its tributa-
ries with seven, followed by the Georges River with 
five, and the Union River with two. The other six 
are widely scattered with one each in Vanceboro, 
Cherryfield, Sullivan Falls, Blue Hill, and Water-
ford, and one on Pemaquid Pond. 
Of the recorded cemeteries, twenty-one are at 
present of little value to this report, as some 
were destroyed years ago and neither artifacts nor 
records can now be located. Others are represented 
by one or two authentic specimens, and a few are 
identified simply by names of towns where former 
investigators undoubtedly dug out cemeteries but 
left no record of the locations. 
The twenty-three illlpOrtant cemeteries are 
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located as follows: three are on Kennebec waters 
at or near Waterville; five are on the Georges 
River; one is at Pemaquid Pond; ten are on the 
Penobscot; one is at Blue Hill; two are on the 
Union River; and one is on Frenchman's Bay. All 
the cemeteries in this group are within fifty miles 
of the mouth of the Penobscot River. 
These deposits have been coming to light since 
Colonial days, but the earliest discoveries were not 
considered to be graves at all. They were merely 
curiosities which attracted attention because of the 
quantities of brilliant red ochre which accompanied 
the stone tools. 
Kost of the cemeteries were laid down in de-
posits of sand or gravel of a type suitable for 
road building and other industrial uses, which ac-
counts for the fact that the larger number were 
found by accident rather than by design. 
A cemetery of The Kaine Complex is usually 
identified at first by the discovery of patches of 
red ochre containing stone tools in deposits of 
sand or gravel on knolls or slopes near water. 
Actually the finding of the ochre is incidental, 
for those who have studied the Complex can, in most 
cases, identify the artifacts at a glance. 
The heated controversy which for years raged 
over this complex was fanned by statements that the 
deposits were of great age, and also by claims that 
the people themselves were of an unknown race and 
were, in a word, unique. As the literature of these 
old controversies is reViewed, one is struck by the 
readiness of scholars in other parts of the country 
to rush into print with opinions which often seem 
ill founded, to say the least. One suspects that 
the authors' actual knowledge of the diagnostic 
traits of the complex, was seriously deficient. 
The term "Red Paint" unfortunately came to mean 
(and still means to many people) the single diag-
nostic trait by which this complex was recognized 
in the past, and, therefore, when a deposit con-
taining ferric oxide is found in the northeast, 
the tendency is to label it "A Red Paint People" 
grave. 
In the last few years "Red Paint" graves have 
been reported from several New England states, but 
I have yet to find a case where the deposit thus 
labeled stood up under comparison wi th the classic 
Kaine Complex. I do not mean to say that a few 
artifacts of an identical design have not been found 
outside Kaine; I would be surprised if they were nott 
But I do mean that, to my knowledge, there has never 
been a discovery made outside the State of Kaine 
which compares, to an important degree, with any of 
the twenty or more classic Kaine sites. 
The loose terminology applied to this complex 
in the past is partly responsible for much of the 
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confusion which now exists. Also, the published 
works on the complex do not illustrate the com-
plete range of types, nor the distribution of the 
artifacts themselves. The same can be said of IIW\Y 
of the exhibits in our museums. Because the com-
plex contains some highly spectacular specimens and 
because the exhibits in museums are frequently set 
up to be impressive, they are often misleading in 
that they are not truly representative. Another 
factor leading to contusion and to erroneous con-
clusions, is · t.hat few museums have good collections 
from more than one or two cemeteries, and none has 
a representative collection from all. This fact 
would not be important if artifact groups from all 
the cemeteries were alike; but unfortunately they 
are not. They vary widely in different areas, and 
it is only by a study of the full range of arti-
facts from a large group of cemeteries that an ac-
curate idea of the complex as a whole can be ob-
tained. 
OPPOSING POINTS OF VIEW 
It is difficult to determine exactly how 
individual archaeologists now regard the Kaine 
Cemetery Complex. A glance at the bibliography 
(the number~ following each title lists its po-
sition in a chronological order) accompanying this 
study will indicate that the subject has attracted 
the attention of many men who wrote articles over a 
period of years, and that their points of view 
changed during that period. It i s unfortunate that 
the vpinions of each writer cannot be individually 
discussed and the conclusions of each stated, but 
were it possible to obtain a clear opinion from the 
works of each writer, the composite picture would 
be as confused as before and little would be accom-
plished. 
Possibly it would be of interest to examine 
a few definite statements of certain writers and to 
comment upon them. 
The Advocates of Great Antiquity 
Willoughby, in his "Prehistoric Burial 
Places in Kaine" (1898), stated (page SO) that evi-
dence found by him "prove,Jthe burials to be among 
the oldest yet discovered upon this continent," 
but, except for some closing paragraphs in which he 
discussed the resemblance of the New England pol-
ished slate implements to those of the Eskimo, and 
some extracts from T. G. B. Lloyd's papers on the 
Beothuk, which he thought "may throw some light on 
the possible origin of these burial places," he 
lett the matter to be solved by future investiga-
tors. 
In his "Antiquities of the New England 
Indians" published in 1935, Willoughby included 
the material from his Maine graves in his ItPre-
Algonquian Group," but he also included such spe-
cimens as bow drill rests and semilunar knives in 
the same group. Since the last two objects have 
never been found in graves of the Kaine Complex, 
and since many other types, such as the adze blades 
illustrated in his figures 20 and 21, are also not 
from the graves, his group appears too broad. One 
interesting point is that Willoughby, after illus-
trating grooveless axes (celts) in his 1898 report, 
states on page 141 of "Antiquities of the New 
England Indians," published almost forty years 
later, that ·[the grooveless axe) was apparently 
unknown to the pre-Algonquian People." Yet, un-
less one wishes positively to split hairs, the 
writer believes he has identified 161 grooveless 
axes or celts from seventeen cemeteries of the 
Kaine Complex. 
In his later work, Willoughby excluded Itarrow-
makers stones" illustrated in Figure S8 (page 112) 
which certainly resemble those found in graves at 
Godfrey's and have a basic resemblance to the arti-
facts illustrated in Figure 46 (page 11). 
Willoughby obviously considered the cemeteries of 
the Kaine Complex, which he calls "Pre-Algonquian 
Burial Placesr as the oldest in New England. 
Moorehead carried to his grave the honest 
conviction that his "Red Paint People" were an 
early race predating any other culture in )(&ine. 
He states (1922, p. 150), " •••• they, [Kaine 
Cemetery Complex People) are not to be classed 
with Iroquoian or Algonkian, and [this) brings us 
to our final observation that the Red Paint people 
lived before the construction of shell heaps and 
before the Algonkian development in )(&ine." 
Wal ter Brown Smi th, as indi ca ted in his "Lost 
Red Paint People of Kaine", evidently believed the 
people of the )(&ine Cemetery Complex to have be-
come extinct for one reason or another; and he 
points out the caution used by both Moorehead and 
Willoughby regarding definite statements as to what 
became of the people. He, himself, was extremely 
cautious, and while he seldom makes quotable state-
ments of his own regarding the age of the deposits,· 
such quotations as the following clearly indicate 
his convictionst "All [the cemeteries] give the 
idea of great age" (page 6). "The relics them-
selves, changed by -- time; the well-nigh absence 
or even traces of bones; and the long undisturbed 
soil in which they were found, bear evidence of 
great antiquity" (page 43). 
These three men, Willoughby, Koorehead and 
W. B. Smith were the champions of the "Great Age" 
theory; probably Koorehead, and certainly Smith, 
believed the people to be of a separate and myste-
rious race. 
The Modern School 
In recent years there has been a tendency to 
discredi t the earlier ideas regarding the great age 
of these deposits. The discovery of slate points, 
plummets, adzes, etc., in what were apparently pre-
P,Ottery levels of some of the larger shell heaps 
has caused several authors to consider the Kaine 
Cemetery Complex and the Shell Heap Complex to he, 
in a w~, related. 
Wendell S. Hadlock starts his "Observations 
Concerning the Red Paint Culture" (1941) thusl 
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"For many years • • • people • • • have been told 
that an ancient group of Indians lived in the north-
eastern part of the United states, and later moved 
into New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. These ancient 
people have been called the pre-Algonquian Group, 
the Red Paint people of Maine, and the Beothuk of 
Newfoundland by various archaeologists who have ex-
cavated their graves. These archaeologists have 
corne to the conclusion that the graves represented 
a very old group of Indians, but they have not agreed 
on who they were, where they came from, or where they 
went •• " 
Hadlock proceeds to examine the evidence on 
which the claims for great age were based, such as 
' restratification of the soil containing the graves, 
the absence of bone in the graves, etc., and he in-
dicates that non~ of this data is dependable. He 
points out that the plummet has been set up as an 
artifact diagnostic of the Maine Complex but that 
since plummets are also found in large numbers in 
the coastal shell heaps, their diagnostic value is 
weakened. Hadlock's conclusions regarding the com-
plex are not clear, but in the following paragraph, 
on page 1.59 of the same art.icle, we have a sugges-
tion that he disagrees with the great age, theory. 
"At this time [1941) it may not be possible to 
prove conclusively that the grave goods [from Maine 
Cemetery Complex) which have been discovered were 
those of chiefs and braves of the Woodland Indians, 
but I feel sure that as more archaeological work 
is carried on in Maine, more and more evidence will 
be found of a closer relationship between these 
grave goods and the ordinary artifacts of the East-
ern Woodland Indians." 
This statement of Hadlock's is probably based 
upon his work at Taft's Point, Rowe's test of the 
Waterside shell heap, Frenchman's Bay, and Byers 
and Johnson's excavation of the Nevin shell heap 
at Blue Hill. 
Hadlock, in his report on the Taft's Point 
Shell Mound, states that he found gouges, adzes, 
plummets, slate bayonet points, straight-stemmed 
arrowheads, notched arrowheads, and stone ornaments 
in the pre-pottery levels (Hadlock, 1939). He also 
found eight pieces of iron pyrites on the edges ' of 
fire holes in the lower horizon (Hadlock, 1939, 
p. 12). This is an important piece of information, 
since iron pyrites fire sets are a classic Maine 
Cemetery Complex trait. However, Hadlock surpris-
ingly states in his conclusions that he Itwishes to 
make it clear he does not regard the artifacts found 
in the pre-pottery horIZOns as having been made and 
used by those people known as "The Red Paint People 
of Maine" (Hadlock, 1939, p. 29). Does this imply 
that he meant they were made and used by ancestors 
of the people who deposited the upper levels of this 
shellheap? Nevertheless, he did say that "at 
present it appears that the early inhabitants of 
this mound (Taft's Point) were related to that older 
stone culture discovered by various archaeologists 
in village and shell heap s1 tes of north-
eastern North America" (Hadlock, 1939 p. 29). 
The "older stone culture" refers to the sub-
ject of an article published by Frederick Johnson 
entitled "Problems Surrounding the Classification 
of Certain Culture Complexes in New England" 
(Johnson, 1937), in which Mr. Johnson was consider-
ing the possibility that certain artifacts from such 
widely scattered areas as Ontario, Quebec, New-
foundland (and perhaps Cape Dorset, with modifica-
tions), Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, New York and 
Georgia might be considered parts of a single com-
plex perhaps resembling McKern's Woodland Pattern. 
This complex is not a clear-cut affair, and element. 
appearing in one area do not appear in others, but 
Jolmson suggested that (p. 163) "the most character-
istic types are: adzes, particularly the humpbacked 
varieties, a number of varieties of gouges, a few 
types of celts; particular types of chipped spear-
heads, small points, and large discs; plummets; at 
least three types of slate points; stone tubes; 
banner stones, particularly the so-called whale-tail; 
various types of stone ornaments and slate pendants." 
This Complex, or variations of it, is sometimes 
associated with pottery, sometimes not. 
It appears to the writer that this suggested 
complex is too general to be of much help except 
from the widest possible point of view, and certainly 
Hadlock was taking few chances when he suggested 
that the inhabitants of the lower levels of the 
Taft's Point Shell Mound "appeared to be related" 
to it. If the artifacts from pre-pottery shell heap 
levels resemble those of the Maine Cemetery Complex 
(as they do) it would seem wiser, in view of dis-
coveries at the Nevin Shell Heap, to be described 
later, to consider them to be originally the work of 
the Cemetery Complex people. 
John Howland Rowe, in "Excavations in The 
Waterside Shell Heap, Frenchman's Bay, Maine" 
(Rowe, 1940), states that the Maine Cemetery Com-
plex (his "Moorehead Complex") is found in associ-
ation with other stone and bone implements in a ~­
pottery level, and that this early level (contain-
ing cemetery complex artifacts) is separated from 
the upper and, therefore, later levels containing 
pottery, by a break in occupation. In the section 
Of the report entitled "A Sequence of Cultures on 
Frenchman's Bay" Rowe proposes to call this lower 
pre-pottery level "Waukeag", and identifies it as 
containing, "slate 'bayonet' points, gouges, adzes, 
plummets, straight-steJlUlled arrowheads [all are ar-
tifacts diagnostic of the Maine Cemetery Complex) 
and swordfish swords," as characteristic features 
(Rowe, 1940 p. 16). Moorehead reported plummets 
and a broken gouge in the bottom of the Sullivan 
Falls Shell Heap (Moorehead, 1922, p. 1.56). 
Claude C. Coffin (1941) reports that Hadlock 
stated in an address before the Eastern States 
Archaeological Federation, at Trenton, New Jersey, 
in 1940, that in the course of additional work on 
Maine shell heaps dug previously by Moorehead, the 
Abbe Museum expeditions, by extending the work below 
Moorehead's bottom levels, had uncovered "beautiful 
slender slate spearheads, plummets, and other Red 
Paint artifacts similar to those found inland in the 
cemeteries. "Hadlock is also reported to have 
stated that he 'knew of Red Paint graves containing 
skeletons." [Note: These may have been the graves 
to be presently mentioned.) Coffin, later on in 
the same article, reports that Hadlock stated that 
"his discoveries indicated that the Red Paint People 
were no older than the Woodland Group." 
The above-mentioned article by Mr. Coffin is 
obviously composed partly of rumor, impressions, 
and theory, and partly of pertinent facts. The 
author, by an injudicious use of captials has some-
what beclouded the issue, because, whil~ it seems to 
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have been his intention to write of the many graves 
throughout the east which contain red paint (red 
ochre), he has, in some cases, incorrectly called 
them "Red Paint" graves. One he describes as con-
taining "an abundance of red ochre, fifteen or 
twenty arrowheads of white quartz, two neck orna-
ments, and a small banner stone." While this was a 
grave containing red paint, it definitely was not a 
"Red Paint" grave in the accepted sense. He de-
scribes another at Old Saybrook, Connecticut, which 
he calls a "Red Paint" grave. "It contained about 
one bushel of red ochre, two polished slate tubes 
and a hematite cone." This grave was not of the 
Maine Cemetery Complex and should not be confused 
with it. It appears to be related to those graves 
reported by Professor George H. Perkins in his paper 
liOn An Ancient Burial Ground in Swanton, Vermont" 
(American Association for the Advancement of Sci-
ence, Proceedings 1873, No. 22, 1871., pp. 76-100). 
Further reports by the same author appeared in The 
American Anthropologist, New Series, Vols. 11, pp: 
607=632; l3,pp. 239-249; lu,pp. 72-80, in the 
American Naturalist, and in other issues of the 
Proceedings of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. The reader is referred to 
the bibliography published in BULLETIN OF THE MASS-
ACHUSETTS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, Vol. III, No.1, 
for full titles and page references. 
The idea that grave goods from the Maine 
Cemetery Complex may have a close relationship to 
the ordinary artifacts of the Eastern Woodland 
Indians seems to have crystalized by 191.3, as 
Hadlock states in an article entitled "Bone Imple-
ments from Shell Heaps around Frenchman's Bay, 
Maine," (191.3, p. 3$2): "In all the shell heaps 
worked by the [Robert Abbe) museum, artifacts sim-
ilar to those of the so-called Red Paint Culture 
have been found throughout the numerous levels. In 
most instances they were in a poor state of preser-
vation and all showed evidence of extensive use. 
The presence of these artifacts in the shell heaps 
shows that the inhabitants were familiar with their 
use and manufacture, and these implements are not 
of culture other tnan that of the Eastern Woodland 
Indians." 
Douglas S. Byers and Frederick Johnson, in 
setting up their exhibit · in the Museum of the 
Robert S. Peaboqy Foundation for Archaeology, at 
Andover, Massachusetts, have shown the Maine Cem-
etery Complex as connected with a presumably later 
shell heap complex by specimens taken from the 
Nevin Shell Heap at Blue Hill, Maine. This con-
necting link is strengthened by the inclusion of a 
group of artifacts taken from graves found in the 
same heap. Some of them indicate a close relation-
ship to the pure Maine Cemetery Complex site on 
_ near\ly Parker's Point. Included in the material 
from these graves is an entirely new artifact type 
(for Maine) in the form of incised bone daggers not 
previously found in either complex. This looks like 
the first firm step toward linking the two com-
plexes in chronological sequence. 
There is every reason to suppose that in their 
search for food the people of the Cemetery Complex 
took advantage of the shell fish in the flats be-
low their camp grounds. Therefore, in the heaps 
of discarded shell we might reasonably expect to 
find some of their tools and occasionally a burial. 
Excavators of shell heaps have hunted for such re-
mains for years, and have found a few artifacts, 
usually broken or reworked, in the lowest levels, 
but until the tremendously important discove~J at 
Blue Hill, burials of the Maine Cemetery Complex 
had not been found in the middens. 
Since artifacts which seem to form connecting 
links between the Maine Cemetery Complex and the 
Maine Shell Heap Complex have apparently been iden-
tified in at least five shell heaps by Moorehead, 
Hadlock, Rowe, Byers and Johnson, and since what 
appears to be a group of Cemetery Complex gr.aves 
has Leen discovered by Byers and Johnson in the 
Nevin Shell Heap, the true chronological sequence 
of Maine cultures may soon be satisfactorily estab-
lished. 
In view of the conflict of op~n~on, as out-
lined in the preceeding pages, and because of the 
incorrect impressions to be obtained by a perusal 
of the existing literature on the subject, the 
writer feels that an up-to-date study of the arti-
facts from classic sites of the Maine Cemetery Com-
plex is needed to enable an investigator to evaluate 
more accurately the relative importance of the speci-
mens he finds, and to show as clearly as possible 
the geographical and numerical distribution of each 
type of artifact. 
An attempt will be made to illustrate the 
rather surprising difference between artifacts of 
the same general tyPe, such as gouges, plummets, 
etc., which came from different cemeteries. 
With such information at hand, the investigator 
should find it a simple matter to differentiate 
between the Maine Cemetery Complex, and other mani-
festations resembling it only through the presence 
of red ochre, or in other less obvious but equally 
unreliable respects. 
It is hoped that the following analysis will 
correct many existing misconceptions regarding this 
complex, and that it will, by the inclusion of much 
previously unpublished material, set a new standard 
of comparison for the complex as a whole. 
The following analysis is based upon an exhaus-
tive study of all specimens which could positively 
be linked to an authentic Maine Complex Cemetery and 
of which the author has knowledge. Although diliBent 
search was made, it proved impossible to locate speci-
mens from the sites listed below. 
Site Reported by 
Old Bucksport W. K. Moorehead (1922, p. 130) 
Cherryfield W. S. Hadlock ( verbally) 
Ebeemee W. K. Moorehead (1922, p. 223) 
Hampden ") W. B. Smith (1930, p. 5) 
Hermon Pond) 
Howland ) 
Kineo Hotel Site W. K. Moorehead (1922, p. 215) 
Milford W. B. Smith (1930, p. 5) 
Orland Sand Pit W. K. Moorehead (1922, p. 29) 
Oakland W. K. Moorehead (1922, p. 101) 
Passadumkeag Village W. K. Moorehead (1922, p. 50) 
Pripet ? 
Seboomook W. S. Hadlock ( verbally) 
Sunk Hayes Stream) W. B. Smith (1930, p. 5) 
Sawnvelle ) 
Towle's Gerald 'lA. Towle, ;ear Hart's Falls) 
Waterford) W. S. Hadlock verbally) 
Vanceboro) 
No doubt many specimens from at least some of 
these sites exist. Some have been illustrated by 
W. B. Smith and others, but the writer has not seen 
the actual specimens and has therefore excluded them. 
A few of the remaining cemeteries are represented 
by a very small number of artifacts, but since they 
are authentic specimens they have been included. 
The study included the following numbers of 
specimens from the several sites, to be found in 
collections, as noted: 
Blodget t' s, 15 specimens 
Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass. 
Bradley, 1 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
~ddington, 2 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
Ellsworth Falls, 1 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
Ellsworth, 14 
Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass. 
Enerson's 50 
Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass. 
B. L. Smith collection 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
Public Library, Bangor, Maine 
Erkala' s, 14 
B. L. Smith collection 






















Hart's Falls 103 
Peabody Foundation, Andover, Mass. 
Fort Western Museum, Augusta, Maine 
Hartf ord ' s 165 
Peabody Foundation, Andover, Mass. 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
Haskell's 204 
Peabody Foundation, Andover, Mass. 
Public Library, BanBor, Maine 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
B. L. Smith Collection 
Hathaway's 95 
Peabody Foundation, Andover, Mass. 
Holway's 1 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
Indian Island, 101 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
B. L. Smith Collection 
Lancasters, 128 
Bangor Public Library, Bangor, Maine 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
Lincoln, 1 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
Masons, 150 
Peabody Museum, Salem, Mass. 
B. L. Smith Collection 
Peabody Foundation, Andover, Mass. 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
Passadumkeag Sand Pit, 5 
Peabody Foundation, Andover, Mass. 
Pemaquid Pond, 11 
Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass. 
Popham Beach, 1 
In Carlson's possession 
Soper's, 19 
Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass. 
B. L. Smith Collection 
Steven's, 59 
Peabody Foundation, Andover, Mass. 
Abbe Musewn, Bar Harbor, Maine 
B. L. Smith Collection 
Sullivan Falls, 60 
Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass. 
Abbe Museum, Bar Harbor, Maine 
Bangor Public Library, Bangor, Me. 
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Tarr's, 10 
B. L. Smith Collecti on and 
Samuel Tarr 
Waterville, 22 






Howard Wilson's Museum, Castine, Maine 




Total specimens 1861 




Chipped blades 205 
Adzes 200 
Celts 167 
Nat ural stones *** 147 
Worked indeterminates *** 120 
Fire sets iHH:- 9;' 
Rubbing S tOiles *-'''* 94 
Ground slate blades * 81 
Passadumkeag problematicals ** 32 
Polished slate problemati cals ** 8 
Cresenti c pendants ** 8 
Effigies ** 6 
Bipenna te forms ** 5 
Mica *** 3 
Other pendants ** -1 
1861 
An ex~nation of the illustrations will dis-
close that while some groups of artifacts have been 
broken down into a large number of types, only a few 
of those types were represented by a large enough 
number of specimens or were wide-spread enough geo-
graphically to be really important as culture diag-
nostics. Some types are represented by a single 
artifact. 
Figure 4 discloses that although the gouge 
group was split into twenty-seven types exclusive 
of the combination types, only numbers 1 thru 14 
were represented by a sufficient number of artifacts 
to be usefully diagnostic. 
Although the other types are frequently f~liar 
because they have been illustrated in previous pub-
lications, tables of their numerical frequency and 
geographical distribution were invariably lacking, 
and their 'relative importance has thus been over-
emphasized. This s~ situation will be found in 
the other large groups of artifacts. 
In order to emphasize those types Mlich con-
stitute the preponderant mass of artifacts in each 
group, it was decided to label such types "basic. 1I 
If a type occurs at least five times in one cemetery 
or once in at least five cemeteries it has been 
considered a basic type. 
Gouges 
The t~~es of gouges are di vided as follows 
OCCURRENCE TABLE 
Basic Specimens Non-Dasic Specimens 
~ TlEe 
1 73 15 5 
2 49 16 4 
3 46 17 4 
4 39 18 3 
5 26 19 3 
6 16 20 3 
7 15 21 2 
8 15 22 2 
9 14 23 1 
10 13 24 1 
11 11 25 1 
12 9 26 1 
13 6 27 1 
14 6 





The list of Basic Types could be shortened 
to 13, and the non-basic to nine, if we chose to 
ignore the type of cutting edges exhibited by this 
complex. However, it is obvious that since some 
gouges can be shifted from Basic to Non-Basic and 
vice versa by consideration of this highly special-
ized cutting edge, (cf. Fig la, Id, etc) it should 
be accorded recognition. The characteristic was 
casually noted by Moorehead (1922, p. 104) but 
was ignored by Willoughby. It appears on 9.1% of 
all the gouges recorded. 
Note should be made of the "combination" gouges • . 
These are uni que double-bitted implements, usually 
designed with a narrow gouge-blade at one end and 
a wide blade at the other. Occassionally the wide 
blade is flattened to the point where it almost 
or actually becomes a celt. Of the 15 combination 
gouges recorded, 11 had a Type 5 gouge blade on 
one end. Four had Type 23 gouges on one end. The 
opposite ends were as follows: 
Seven type 1, Three type 10, One type 11, 
Two type 19, One type 21, One type 5 celt. 
The fact that these implements are double 
bitted is not in itself a Maine Cemetery Complex 
diagnostic, but the characteristics of the blades 
themselves are generally diagnostic. 
* The standard did not work well in the case of ground slate blades, as the total number was too small. 
Therefore tile number of required occurrences was changed from five to three. 
** Neither tile five nor tllree occurrence s1.andard was satisfactory in the cases of the double starred 
group. In view of the relatively small numbers of recovered artifacts in these gJ'oups, it seemed inadvis-
able to set up basic types at all. 
*** No attempt was made in the case of the tliree starred groups to set up types basic or otherwise. 











Fie. 1 - Gonees of t.he J.:aine Cemet,ery COI1!"'lex. All sl iel1t.l:{ less than J/fJ si?e. T:rl'es are listed by 
n'l!llber, t hus, 6; sites thul', EM; cC'11e-.:t.ions thns, mB. ~, ect;p. A 1,1:', RLS !.;e 19/82, edc~ B 21H b,2,Vie; 
c, 3, Ha, ?FA 50753; d, edf,e A h, E'l, ?FA 50807, edt;e B 2'5'; e, edge D 7, st, DIS Ue.32/1, edge A l!1; 
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~iL·2 - Types of !;o'llOes ( continueu ): a, ect;e A 11, s t ; BIS ME' 32/111, eULe B 21; b, 10, ~a , Pi.:'') Au097 ; 
c, 12, Ht, P?A 5025El ; d , 13, Ps , PH )'0976; e, 14, Go, #",6; f, 15, Ma, Pi'S Ahl03; g, 16 , I;a , PFA 70750; 
n, 17, ~ia, Pi'i£) A4102 ; I, lil; j, 20, So, PiJI )'0932 ; k, 22,V!e Grave h. For 19, see Fit:;. Ie, edge A; for 2], 
spe Fit:- 2~, ed6 e iJ . All 3/U-si.ze except ~'li' 1/4 ana !:' 3/4 
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Fie· 3 - Tynes of Gouges (continued): a, 23; b,27, GC; c, 26, 1.la, PFA 50730. !!,~, 3/8 size,~, 3/4 size. 
For 24, see Fig l!!, edGe B; for 25, see FiG. r~, edge s7 
A word of explanation regarding the graphs in 
Figures 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, and 19 may be of assis-
tance. 
The graphs are intended to provide the means 
for making a quick visual comparison of the several 
types in the artifact groups covered by the plates. 
The right hand graph lists, on the right hand 
margin, the cemeteries, which produced examples of 
the illustrated group. Reading from right to left 
across the top margin, is a scale indicating the 
totals of the artifacts covered by that plate, 
found in each cemetery. Alternate black and lIhite 
bars extend to the left from each cemetery name, 
and each bar indicates the number of artifacts of 
the type designated by the number below the bar, 
which were found at that cemetery. Thus ·this graph 
shows all the cemeteries producing examples of the 
artifact group, the several types each cemetery pro-
duced, and the n~er of specimens in each type. 
The left hand graph lists across the bottom 
margin the type numbers of the types illustrated, 
and which of them are ItBasic." On the left hand 
margin is a scale showing the total number of arti-
facts of each type from all the cemeteries produc-
ing examples of that group, and it clearly indicates 
the relative importance of each type. 
An example of the type of information which 
can be taken from a graph follows. 
Figure 4 indicates, in part, that Godfrey's 
Cemetery produced the largest number of gouges of 
all types, (56 read on the top margin scale) as 
well as the largest number of anyone type (32 of 
Type 3). A quick glance at Type 3 (Fig. lc) will 
fix the shape of the gouge .in mind, and turning to 
Figure 4 again, it is seen that the Type 3 gouge 
·was not too numerous except at Godfrey's. as it 
appears in very limited quantities only at 
Haskell's, Hathaway's, Mason's, stevens' and 
Waterville. From the left hand chart it is clear 
Type 3 was Basic, and that all the cemeteries to-
gether produced forty-six Type 3 gouges, and also 
that Type 3 was third in order of numerical fre-
quency. If exact figUres are desired, they can be 
taken from the Master Tabulation in the appendix. 
Plummets 
Plummets were found to be the second most 
plentiful artifact, and 295 specimens are included 
in the analysis. Figures 5 and 6 show eight basic 
types with a total of 231, and eighteen non-basic 
types with 37 specimens. A third group called 
"Asymmetric" has been added with twenty-seven 
specimens. This last group covers the plummets 
made from irregular, or naturally shaped stones 
by the simple process of developing a natural 
irregularity into a groove or knob. Such plummets 
are usually rough and irregular enough to defy 
classification and are hence lumped under one head-
ing. 
The non-basic group includes many highly de-
veloped forms which were not duplicated and seem 
to have been made to satisfy some particular need 
or artistic whim of the artisan. Some of these are 
illustrated in types 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 
24, (Figs. 5, 6). A few, such as Types 11 and 
12, are exactly like a Basic type (see Type 1, 
Fig. 5a) except that they have a knob on each end. 
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GOUGE TYPE NUMBE RS 
FIG. L - FREQUENCY OF TYPPS OF GOUGPS 






Fig. 5 - Types of plummets: a,l,Ii, E<1S r.!e .JS/SO; b,2, Ii, B15 Me.10/63 c, 3, Ii, B15 Me.19/udj d, )~, Ii, 
315 Me.19/59; e, ~, So, 815 Me.31/10; f,6, E1, PMH-S090Uj g, 7,Hs, !'FA 5'2'h98; h,S, Hf, FWJl #52; r,9, Ii, 
B15 M3.19/61j 3",10, Ha, PFA 5O'fh6j k, ll, Hf, FWM #70; 1, D, Ma, PFA 50725; m; 13, Ht, PFA 5821Ii'j n, lh, 
Hs, PFA S2h60j-0, l~, Ht, PFA 50336; p, 16, So, BLS IAe.jl/11. a - e, g, i, j; 3/8 sizej f, h, 1 - p, 3/4 
size; ~, 1/2 size. - - - - - - - - - -
31 






Fig. 6 - Types of plu..lf.le t s (continued): a, 17, Ha, PPA ~07u8 ; h , l S, :Aa, Pl,iS Au12;,; c, 19, !'It, Pl<'A 50277; 
d, 20, !'Is, PFA 52332; e, 21, We, Gra.ve 4b; f, 23, Er, HIS l.:e.976; g, 22, Ii, BL5 Ue.I913d; h, 211, So, BIS 
Iie.31/5; ~, 2;', SO, BLS Me.31/9; .;1., 26, ac 7161. !!, ~, ~, i, 3/u siZe; ~, ~, !, ~, 1/2 size ;-~, ~, 3/0 sLze 
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FIG. 7 - FREQUENCY OF TYPES OF PLUMMETS 
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The types of Plummets .are divided as follolfS 
OCCURRENCE TABLE 
Basic Number Non-Basic Number 
~ TUe 
1 10.5 9 .5 
2 76 10 .5 
3 16 11 4 
4 8 12 3 
.5 7 13 3 
6 7 14 3 
7 6 1.5 3 
8 6 16 2 





Basic 231 23 1 
Non-Basic 37 24 1 2.5 1 
Assym.metric~ 26 1 
29.5 Total 18 37 
Haskell's Cemetery at Blue Hill seems to have 
produced the largest number of plummets, and even 
though it is known that much of the recovered 
material is now missing, we sti'll have a total of 
61 plummets, 38 of which are of basic bypes. Next 
is Hartford's with 27, of which 23 are basic types, 
followed by Wentworth's with 24, 21 of which are 
basic types. 
It was .hoped that a clue to the use of these 
objects might be derived from this study, but 
since Haskell's is on salt water and Mason's is on 
a pond, while the others are on rivers, there ap-
pears to be no common denominator except that of 
water which, of course, suggests some form of 
fishing. The plummets were probably used as sink-
ers, plugs and lures. 
Chipoed Blades 
The next class of objects in order of nlmerical 
frequency consists of chipped blades. The collec-
tion contained two hundred a~d six specimens which 
were divided into twenty-seven types. These were 
in turn divided into nine basic and twenty non-
basic, plus one group called "chipped indetermin-
ates" which includes such unfinished or broken 
pieces as are impossible to classify. 
The chipped blades are divided among the 
types as follows: 
OCCURRENCE TARLE 
Basic Number Non-Basic Number 
Type Type 
1 24 10 6 
2 22 11 .5 
3 19 12 4 
4 16 13 3 
5 15 14 3 













































( 40 ) 
(Specimens) 
Godfrey's cemetery produced the largest number 
of chipped blades with fifty-one, but twenty-six 
of them were broken and were, therefore, indeterm-
inates. 
Wentworth's was next with twenty-seven, all 
whole, followed by Lancaster's with twenty-three, 
also all whole. 
Of the forty-four cemeteries, twenty-six 
lacked chipped objects -- or at l~ast they could 
not be found for study, but there is little ques-
tion that they were originally present in some 
numbers. 
It should be noted here that certain materials 
used by the Maine Complex people for the production 
of chipped blades were not generally used later. 
A series of twenty-nine spearheads or knives was 
made of a beautiful translucent quartzite which 
has a cold, grey-blue frosty appearance, and which 
is sometimes banded with dark impurities. The 
material came from an unknown source. The blades 
made from this stone are remarkably similar in 
shape though their size varies considerably. 
Type 10 (Fig. 8j), illustrates the typical form of 
base which seems to have been favored. 
The following recorded specimens will give an 
idea of the geographic distribution of artifacts 
made of this material. Others probably occurred 
in some of the other cemeteries, but so far they 





Indian Island 3 
Lancaster's 6 
Pemquid Pond 2 




B. L. S. Collection 
B. L. S. Collection 
1 Bangor 5 Andover 
B. L. ,So Collection 
Bangor Public Library 
'Peabody, Cambridge 
W. B. Smith 
Wilson Museum 
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Fig. 8 - Types of chi;>ped blades; a, 1, El, PMH; b, 2, Ht, PFA 50262; c, 3, Er, BLS Me.9/10; d, 4, So, ELS 
Me.31/4; e, 7, Ha, PFA 50814; f, 5; BLS; g, 6, Hs; PFA 52433; h, 0, st; TILS Me.32/14; i, 9, GC #43; j, 10, 
Hs, PFA ~~437; k, 12, GC 1110;-1, 11, Bl,-PW! 50864-5; m, 13, Ma, PMS A4111; ~, 14, HS; PFA 52479; 0; 15, Hs, 
PFA 52403. ~ - r, ~, ~, ~, 3/8 size; ~, ~, l, ~, ~, 1/2-size, ~, 3/4 size. -




Fig. 9 - Types of chipped blades (continued): a, 16, Hs, PFA 52432; b, J.7, We Grave 9; c, 18, Wa, PMH; d, 19, 
El, PMH; e, 20, El, Pl.lI!j f, 22, Ht, !'FA 50222;-g, 23, Er, BLS Me.9/3; h, 24, Er, BLS Me:9/4; i, 25, El,-PMH; 
j, 26, GC; k, 26, So, isotated grave; 1, 27, La7 BPL., a, c, d, g, k, j/8 size; P, 3/4 size; ii, f, h, i, j, 1, 
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CHIPPED BLADE TYPE NUMBERS 
FIG. 10 - FREQUENCY OF TYPES OF CHIPPED DLADES 
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d 
Fie. 11 - Types of adze ~J.'ldes: a, type 1; ~; type 2; ~, profile C, type 3; profile 
A, tynE' 6; profile Il, type 7; d,-type 8. Type h is the SaJ'le as type B, except that 
it is pecked. Idealized drawinGs, composite characteristics of observed specimens. 
All 3/5 size except ~ which is 1/2 size. 
Adze Blades 
The next classification in order of numerical 
frequency is that of adze blades. The study includ-
ed two-hundred specimens which are divided into fif-
teen types, exclusive of the highly specialized com-
bination types. Of the latter, three specimens were 
found which had an adze blade on one end and a gouge 
blade on the other~ None of these three implements 
resembled each other. 
There were eight basic types, and seven non-
basic types, exclusive of the combination group. The 
eight basic types contained one hundred and eighty-
five specimens, while the non-basic contained twenty-
two, and the combination types, three. 
Types 4 and 8 closely resemble each other 
except that Type 4 is chipped, and Type 8 is pecked 
and polished. 
Types 3, 6 and 7 show the same general outline 
in plan, but the cross-section shows a shift in 
position of the center of gravity. Type 6 is reason-
ably symmetrical with the center of gravity in the 
center; while Type 7 is t.hickest near the poll 
which makes a thin cutting edge. Type 3 is a rug-
ged tool with the center of gravity near the cut~ 
ting edge" and is obviously designed for heavy work. 
It was more popular than the two preceding types and 
was well scattered geographica~ through twelve 
sites. 
NUMERICAL OCCURRENCE 
Basic Number Non-Basic Number 
~ Tree 
1 60 9 7 
2 29 10 6 
3 27 11 3 
4 15 12 2 
5 13 13 2 
6 12- 14 1 
7 10 15 1 
8 9 
~speci~ns~ 8 Types 175 Specimens 7 Types 
Basic 175 
Non-basic 22 
Combination types _3 
Total Specimens 200 







Fi~. 12 - Types of !l.dZCil (cont i nued) ~ a, 5, Hf, F17M; b, 9, Ii, BIS Ye.19/72; c, 10, Ii, BLS iAe.19/85; 
el , 11, ~!a, PI.15 J\h076; e, 12, Ta, DIS lAe.36/2; f, 13, Ra, PFA 502%; g, lh, Ma-;" PBS Ah075; h, 15, Ii, BLS 
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FIG. 13 - FREQUENCY OF TYPES OF ADZFS 





Fig. 14 - Types of celts: ~, . edge A, 1, We, HWlA, ellge B, 11; b, 2, Ha, PFA 50760; c 3, So, BLS Me.31/7; 
d, 5, Sf, PMH 49218, (type 13 same except with hole drilled tnrough poll); e, 4, Ma, PMS A4049; f, 6, Hs, 
ffA 52367. --
Celt Blades 
The next classification is that of celt blades. 
The study included onehendred and sixty-seven Speci-
mens from seventeen sites and are divided into six 
basic and eleven non-basic types, exclusive of com-
bination type of which two specimens were found. 
The principal characteristic of a celt is the 
symmetrical curvature of the faces of the artifact 
as they converge to form the cutting edge. The 
other characteristics vary, depending on the partic-
ular use for which ~he artifact was intended. Thus; 
some had pointed polls as though for socket hafting 
others were flattened on the polls as though inten-
ded for use as cold chisels. They usually show the 
effects ~f the impact of hammers. One celt was 
notched and another had two sets of shallow grooves. 
Type 1 was found in 15 cemeteries 
Type 2 .. " " 10 It 
Type 3 " " " 12 It Type 4 It .. It 10 It 
OCCURRENCE TABLE 
Basic Number Non-Basic 
Type Type 
1 56 7 
2 26 8 
3 21 9 
4 18 10 
5 13 11 
6 6 12 
6 Types 140 Specimens 13 
14 
l5 
Basic 140 16 
Non-Basic 25 17 














It must be recorded here that none of the pre-
vious papers on this Complex ever mentioned the 
notched or grooved celt, such artifacts apparently 
being disregarded or possibly discarded as being 
inconsistent with the theory that the Complex should 
be assigned considerable age. They are recorded 
here because, in the opinion of the writer, they are 
specimens which belong to and are characteristic of 
the Maine Cemetery Complex. 
Total Specimens 167 (Specimens) 
There can be no doubt that the People respon-
sible for the Maine Cemetery Complex found the 
grooveless axe, or celt, to be a highly useful tool. 
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Fi.e;. 1~ - Types of celts (continued): a, 7, Em, PilI! 51001; h, B, Ma, PJ,lS A40!;)6; c, 9, Ii, B18 Me.19/73 ,: 
d, 10, 11a, P.JS Ah175; e, 12, Ii, 818 Me.V1/99; f, 11., GC #2') (see footnote 2, page 56); g, 15, La, Grave 326, 
EPI..; h, 16 , Hs, Lot 319', 8PL; i, 17, Ii, 1318 1Ie719/22. Type n is lil:e Fig.1La, but witn edge B on blade; 
13 is-like Fig.l!jd, but with hole drilled through poll. ~,~,~, f' 1/1. size;-£, ~, f" 3/8 size, !2., 3/1. 
size; ~, 1/2 size7 
• 
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Ground Slate Blades 
Ground and Polished Slate Blade3 for~ the next 
grnun , with eighty-one specimens from thirteen sites. 
They are divided intn eight basic types and seven-
teen non-basic t ypes. lJecause this group of arti-
facts is represented by a numeri cally smaller numbe" 
basic types were arbitrarily established on the basis 
of the occurrence of three s5.milar specimens from 
one site, or of at least one artifact of the same 
type from three different cemeteries. 
CCCURRENCE TABL1 
Basic Number lion-Bas i c Number 
Type Type 
1 19 9 3 
2 8 10 3 
3 6 11 2 
4 5 12 2 
5 5 13 2 
6 5 14 2 
7 4 15 1 
8 4 16. 1 





22 • 1 
23 1 
2h 1 
Basic 56 25 1 
Non-Basic 25 25 1 
Total Specimens EI l7Types ( 25) 
(Specimens) 
The polished slate blades made by the people of 
the Maine Ceme t ery Complex represent a close approx-
imation to true art. Many of them are absolutely 
symmetrical, highly polished and de corated artifacts, 
of SL:ch delicacy that their use as Wfl'lpOnS seems 
qui te unlikely. There is no quest.i.nn in the writer's 
mind that they were specialized objects and were 
greatly valued by their owners. Broken portinns of 
these implements, particularly sections of hexagonal 
blades are f01.md over a wide area of Maine, and 
appear to constitute reliable evi dence that thei. r 
owners frequented many areas where ceneteries have 
not been found. Many frat;ments have been found on 
the shores of ponds and streans, and it is likely 
that they were lost in transit. 
It is ev).'ient that Haskell's at Blue Hill, with 
twenty, Ellsworth, on tr.c Union River, with nineteen, 
and Lancaster's, on the Kennebec, with thirteen, 
appear to have been the centers of the ground slate 
blade industry. 
It has often been suggested that. t.he .long del-
icate slate spear3 were used for killin~ large game, 
after the animal had been exhausted by a long chase 
through deep snow. Moose are thought to have been 
the principal quarry. After examining the data 
giving the distrihution of these forms, the writer 
considers it much more li.kely that the artifacts were 
used for stabbing fish in pools or tide rips. 
Lancaster's Cemetery was at the confl;lence of 
the Kennebec and Sebasticook rivers; the cemetery 
discovered in the Coombs gravel pit at Ellsworth 
lay below the falls on the Union River; Haskell's 
was on Parker's Point in Elue Hill Bay, at the 
Narrows through whir.h water runs swiftly with eaclf 
tidl3. 
An interesting bit of light is thrown on this 
subject b~' the following data on distribution of 
such blades which emphasized the relation to water 
of the sites and which such specimens were found. 
Kennebec and tributary (pond and river) 3 
Penobscot River Proper 6 
st. George's River (Falls) 7 
Penobscot tributary waters (pond and stream) 11 
Kennebec & Sebasticook Rivers (c()nfluence) 13 
Union River (Falls at tidewater) 20 
Salt Water near swift tidal curre~t) 21 
Total 81 
From the above it would appear that these arti-
facts were most popular at locations where large 
fish were likely to be found. 
,:-
I 'h 
Fig. 17 - Grt"lnn slate blades; a t :vre 1, idealized 
drawin~; h, 2, Ef, AM 2013; c, 7, PFA 52397; d, 6, 
Hf, PFA 5"9'11i7; e, 0, Hs, PFA-52389; f, 4, Ii,-B15 
I.le.19/23; g, 3,-Hs, PFA 52386; h, 5,-30, B15 Me. 31/2 
~, ~, ~, ~~ !, ~, 3/0 size; ~, I/h size, f' 1/2 size. 
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Fig. 18 - Types of grolL.'1d slate blades (contjnued): a, 10, El, Plilli 49234; h, 11, Hs, PFA 5
2
397; c, n, Bl, 
Gr,We J, Sec. A; d, 1;', Ht, PFA 5
0
311; e, 12, Ma, PI§' A4110; f, 16, Hs, PFA 5242h; g,' 9, Hs, Lot-312, BPL; 
h, 13, Hs, PFA 52:190; i, 22, La, Grave :129, BPL; j, 20, La, Grave 319, BPL; k, 23, Hs, Lot 312, BPi; 1, 17, 
Hr, PFA 59145; m, lB, Hf, #123, FWM; n, 14, GC #278; 0, 21, La, Grave 321, BPL; p, 2;', E.H.R0gers ColTection. 
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FIG. 19 - FREQUENCY OF TYPES OF GROUND SLATE BLADES 
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"P~ssadumkea6 Problematicals" 
The artifacts which comprise this group of 
thirty-two specimens have been called Passadwnkeag 
problematicals for the reason that eleven specimens 
(Moorehead reported about fifteen) ca~e from the 
Hat.haway site on Passadurnkeag Strean arid are widely 
known through publication by tloorehead and Willoughby. 
Latp.r, fifteen more were located from the Godfrey 
site at Oldtown. Moorehead reported that Godfrey had 
found twenty-one of these Qbjects (Uoorehead, 1922, 
p. 120). 
All but two of these thirty-two specimens were 
perforated at one end, sometimes by pecking and 
sometimes by reaming. The holes were always worked 
in from both sides, and some of them show polishing, 
as though thongs had been passed through them, while 
others are comparatively rough or sharp. One or two 
speGimens were ' perforated by two opposed intersecting 
cuts, sawed with a small curved blade. 
These specimens are too fragile for use as 
weapons and most of them have highly polished sur-
faces which would preclude their use as whetstones. 
Both of the imperforate artifacts .from Waterville, 
however, do show positive 6vidence of use as whet-
stones or-sharpening stones, and posDibly do not 
belong in this group. They are included because of 
their similar proportions. In passing, it miGht 
be well to record that true sharpening or rubbing 
stones were found in abundance,in the graves, and 
none showed any sign of shaping or perforation. 
Moorehead considered these ohjects to be pen-
dants or ornaments; but Willoughb~r, who Ulustrated 
only three (Willoughby, 1935, Fig. 46) of which two 
are perforated and do show evidence of use as whet-
stones, seems to nave avoided discussing the remain-
ing specimens in this group which completely upset, 
his classification of them as "sharpening stones." 
Ari interesting fact is brought tc light by ex-
amination of the table in the adjoininG colwnn. If 
the thre'9 objects of tt.is class found at Waterville, 
and the one found at Sullivan Falls are c:>.duded, 
it will be found t.hat all others are frorl sites on 
the Penobscot River, of which the class appears to 
be characterictic. Of these twenty-eight specimens, 
fift.een are from Godfrey's al'ld eleven, fro::! Hath-
away's, both well up the rjver. 
It may also be worth:.' of note that at least 
seven and possibly more artifact.s sOlnev{hat rCDembling 
these ohjects, but shorter and more cOl;tpact, were 
fO'lnd by Mr. Jesse Brewer in a group of very inter-
esting graves, in a high smld bluff overlooking the 
Eel River in Plymouth, Massachusetts (Brewer, 1944). 
Although the ccnt.ents of these craveI' (including red 
ochre) bears ' a certain resemblance to specimens from 
graves of the Maine cemetery Complex, the g!'aves do 
not belong to the same culture because they also con-
tained quartz crystals, trianguloid points, a double~ 
holed gorget and two platform pipes of soapstcne, 
Poone of which has ever been fOlmd in a Maine Cemetery 
complex grave. This is a classic eXarlple of the sit-
uation pointed out by the author on pages twenty-one 
and twenty-two of this paper. 
No attempt has been made to designate anyone 
typ'9 as Basic, nor have graphs been prepared for ' this 
and subsequent groups of artifacts as the n'.lmhers 
are small and lists like that. below are easily assim-
ilated. 
OCCURRENCE & GEOCIW'~ICAL lJISTRIBUTION 
Type Number Cemeter;r 
-1- --r Godfrey's 6 
2 5 Hathaway's 3 Godfrey's 2 
3 3 Hathaway's 3 
4 3 Hathaway's 2 Waterville 1 
5 3 Hathaway's 2 Sullivan Falls 1 
.6 3 Hartford's 1 Hathaway's 1 
Indian Is. 1 
7 3 30dfrey's 3 
8 3 Godfrey's 3 
5> 2 Waterville '2 
10 1 Godfrey's 1 
10 32 
Until the writer had a cr.ance to study the 
material from Godfrey's, types 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 9 
were those generally known, and Hathaway's seemed 
to be the focal point for this group of artifacts. 
Discovery of the Godfrey material, which included 
fifteen new specimens and four new types, seems now 
to have shifted the focal point for this form to 
Oldtown. However, since the sp~cimens were first 
recorded at Hathaways's and have long been associ-
at.ed with that cemetery the name "Passadumkeag 
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Fig. 20 _ Types of passactUiakea& problematicalE: a, 1, GC, #29; b, 2, GC; -::, 3, Ha, PFA 50790; ct, 4, Ha, PFA 
50762; ~, 5, Sf, PAlII; !., 6, Ha, PFA ,0838; !a, 7, -GC #109; !::, 8, -GC; ~, 9, -Wa, PMH 7-237u; J., 10;- GC. All 3/8 
size. 
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Fig. 21 - Types of poliRhed slate problematicals: a, 1, Hf, ~, H153; b, Ht, PFA 58119; c, 4, FWM #4; d, 2, 
Ht, PFA 50255; !, 3, Hf, FVrM #152; f, 5, Hs, ?FA ~153; ~, 7, La, Grave 327, BPL. ~,~,-!, 3/8 size, othp-rs 
3/4 size. -
P0lislled Slate Problemati<:als 
TPis gr'oup of artifacts contains fleverill ob-
jects the 'lse of YiPich can only be tuessed at, and 
thp-re seems little chance that they were ever d'l-
plicated, yet two o~jects classed as type 1 have 
appeared; and two others li.ke type L have lleen re-
ported. Therefore, ellch hllR been called a type. 
It would' appear that type 3 was re-rnanufactu. , ' 
from a broken slate Rrear of diamond shaped cr()sf, 
sectiC'n, and possibly was used 1',S :J. pendant.. Al-
thou:;h the suggestinn Reems reasonal,le, i t. ma~' well 
have had SOMe othp-r use. 
Type 2 is a complete mystery to the writer, as 
it seems ton t-lunt for a needle and would hardly be 
decorated if made for s\lch a pur,ose. 
Tyue S is a sp;.tulate form and m'ly be unfinillh-
ed. It ceuld have been put to a number of uses and 
would make an excellent tool for loosening the 
hides of large ;millJals. 
Type 6 is t~lO only specimen remotely resembling 
a ulu that has been fO\lnd in the Maine Complex ce'll-
eteries; but as it ill a finished object and shows no 
sil:Jl of a cuttint;: edt;e, it must be classed as a 
ProblF.:matical. 
Type 7 is oqviously a simple piece of shale 
whose snootl! Ilurface invited decoration in the form 
of Ii t;ht. ).ncision. It is said that the arts flour-
ished ~s the strug(;le fer existence su\::sit!es. It may 
be that here we have a faint indication that life 
on t.he lart;e sites whi ch produced these specimens 
wa!J comparatively easy. 
OCCl~ENCE AND GEOGRAPHicAL DISTRI9UTION 
T~'Pe NlUnher Cemeter;r , 
1 1 Hllrts Falls 
2 1 Hartford's 
3 1 Hart3 Falls 
II 1 H'irts F'ills 
5 1 Haskell's 
6 1 Hartford's 
7 1 Lancaster's 
7 7 




Fig. 22 - TYJ'es of pendants: a, 1, Ht, PFA 5021;;; 0, 2, Ht, PFA 50304; c, 3, Sf, PMH; d, 4, Ht, PFA 50305; 
e, 5, Er, Rogers collection; 1', 6, Ii, ALI 2068; (;,-7, Jls, PFA 52478; h,-a, st, BLS Me.J2/7; ,!, 9, Ht, PFA 
·,0256. ~,~, £, 1/2 size; ~,~5/32 size, ~, 3/R-size, ~, ~, ~, ,!, 3/4 size. 
Pend3.nts 
This group consists of a series of highly ar-
tistic artifacts probably 'l:<ed as pendants for per-
so'1:11 adornment. Since there was great scope for 
tr.e exercise of personal preference ill desiOl, U:ere 
is selc?r1 more than a basj l' reser.lbla'1ce betwl'en spe-
ciMens. A~ only eleven of tr.ese have bee!'! located, 
it may be j.rr>,roper to cl.'lssify certain artifacts as 
separate types; but since one or two speciffiens re-
se:nblipg each other ill all j mporti'.llt details have 
been found in sfl;:Jarate cemeteries, no other course 
seems open. 
Eieht pendants are crescentic, of which seven 
were ctd lled in various Manners. The otr.er two were 
non-crescentic but both were drilled f?r suspension. 
'l':l'pes 4 and 7 a;Jpear to be unfinisbed forms, 
al though U·is can o!'!ly be '1 Luess. Type"( Ina;r never 
have been intended for drilling. 
Types 3 .'ird 6 indicate a well developed sense 
of desi{,'TI and a high de[;ree of technic:al skill, on 
the part of i:.t'e ar1.isans. 
OCCURRENCE MID SEOGRAPEICb.L DISTRIBUTION 
Type tlumber Cer.leter~ 
1 3 H:1T't.!'crrl's 1, Ste'len's J., Tarr's 1 
2 , Hartford's 1 ... 
3 1 S;lllivan Falls 1 
h 1 Hartford's 1 
;; 1 Erkal's 1 
6 1 Indian Island 1 
7 1 Haskell's 1 
8 1 Stev,m's 1 
9 1 Hartford's 1 
9 11 
Due to the restri cted nUl!lber of specin:ens 
founcl, despite tl:eir wide distri but ion, few conclu-
sions can be drawn ret>arding these artifact.s. 
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~r'3;~ ;i;~es of bannerstones: !:' 5, GC #13h, E" 1, Em, PFA 504h5; ~, L, GC; ~, 2, GC 1133; .:.' 3, GC #132. 
Bi-Pennate Forms (Bannerstones) 
This intensely intereRting class of objects if 
wide-spread, could properly be used as a diagnostic 
group but the disco'lery of five of these artifacts 
in two cemeteries only increases the confusion. 
(Walter B. Smith illustrates a bi-pennate form from 
Hathaway's site at Passadumkeag [1930, p. 33]. This 
specL~en further emphasized the close connection 
between the Hathaway and Godfrey sites. It has not 
been illustrated because it could not be located.) 
If the objects were poorly made or of rudimentary 
design, one could conclude they were experimental. 
Such, however, is not the case. The artifacts are 
extremely well made and types 1, 2 and 3 conform 
almost to the same pattern, although there are minor 
important differences. Type L seems to have been 
made for a different purpose as it is ver7 carefully 
made and of peculi~r design. Two type~ of drilling 
were used in the manufacture of these artifacts. 
Types 1, 2, 3, L, were drilled with bow drills. The 
bores are clean and true with falnt circular stri-
ations a~d the caliber is constant throuehout. Type 
5 seems to have been reamed, as the hole decreases 
in caliber as it approaches the center of the bore 
where the diameter is less than 2/3 of that of the 
orifices. The outside surfaces of all the arti-
facts are beautifully polished, and all of them were 
made of a bi-colored stone which heiehtens the ar-
tistic effect. Type 3 has a well develo~ed hub 
which comes almost to an apex p~rallel to the bore. 
Types 1 and 2 have smoothly rounded hub; while types 
4 and 5 exhibit smooth continuous curves and no hubs 
of any sort.. 
OCCUP~ENGE AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 
Type Number of Spe_c~l!Iens. Cemete~ 
1 1 Emerso'l's 1 
2 1 Godfrey's 1 
3 1 Godfrey' 5 1 
)~ 1 Godfrey's 1 
2 1 Godfrey's 1 
5 5 
Here again is an indication that the use of a 
particular artifact was restricted almost to a 
single locality, the single exception being the 
speci~n found at Emerson's. 
In view of the highl~' res tricted distribution 
of this group of artifacts, it should hardly be 
classed as a complex diagnostic; and yet bi-pennants 
have definitely been found in two Maine Complex Cem-
eteries, (in three if we include Smith's artifact 
from Hathaway's) and therefore have been included. 
The:.' can in no way be considered primitive. And 
the purity of their lines indi.cate they were made 
by expert craftsmen, for 11 definite purpose. 
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Fig. 24 - Types of effigies: a, 1, Hf, PFA $911.6; b, 2, St., BLS Me.32/26;,':" 3, Ht, PFA $0216; ~, 4, Hs, PFA • 
$2393; ~, $, Hs, PFA $2$$0; £~ 6, Ii, BLS Me.19/34-
Effigies 
This group of artifacts is unfort.lmately very 
small but it is one of the most interesting. The 
study included six so-called effigies, which are 
small figurines representing animals, fishes and 
birds. Others may well have been excavated by work-
men but there were of such interE'st and so easily 
hidden that it is not surprising so few can nQW be 
found for stidy. The writer was fortunate enough to 
discover two of the six illustrated; he can hardly 
believe that out of the thousands of artifacts ex-
cavated by others, so few effigies were uIlcovered. 
Moorehead illustrates seven specimens, oIle of which 
is obviously a rendant. Two of his others,(one a 
head from Haskell's) could not be located, and are 
t.herefore, excluded from this report. 
OCCURRENCE AND GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 
Type Number Cemetery Object represented 
1 1 Hart's Falls Fish 
2 1 Steven's Fish or porpoise 
3 1 Hart's Falls Whale 
4 1 Haskell's Duck 
$ I Haskell's "Bearn 
(, I Indian Island Bird 
These are fascinating objects a~d it is regret-
able we are unable to find others to present with 
this group. 
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Fire Sets 
A total of ninety-five fiTe sets, or parts of ' 
fire sets, were discovered in the cemeteries. A 
fire set consisted of a llunp of iron pyrites and a 
striking stone, which was sometimes a pebble, but 
more often a rounded lump of felsite. Frequently 
the iron pyrites was found to have disintegTated to 
a yellowish powdeT. Many otherwise perfect artifacts 
have been partly eaten away by the dilute sulphurous 
acid which is formed when ground water comes into 
contact with disintegrating iron pyrites. 





























It should be stated here that many fire sets 
may have escaped recognition as such, because the 
pyrites had completely disappearect and the striking 
stone may have been very little used. It is prob-
able that at least as many as were recovered, went 
unrecogniZed. Also, it should be noted that in all 
probability the excavators were ,not too much inte~­
ested in sa~_ng or noting sets which had deteriorated 
beyond a reasonable degree. 
Rubbing stones 
Rubbing stones, or sharpening stones, were 
found in great profusion and wide distrihution. The 
Maine Cemetery Com~lex people seemed to favor a 
smooth soft stone resembling blue slate, but they 
made little attempt to shape the stones, other than 
to trim off sharp corners. The artifacts are easily 
recognized' and presumably few escaped attention. 
The combination of the delicate blue stone, and 
the pink and red stain of the ferrie oxide from the 
graves, makes u charming combination which brightens 
many displays of artifacts associated with this 
Complex. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION AND FREQU~ICY 
Cemetery Rubbing ~ ~ 
Wentworth's 2'6 
Lancaster's 14 
Indian Island 9 




















Moorehead frequently commented on the fact that 
the Maine 'Cemetery Complex graves contained many 
small brightly colored pebbles which showed no arti-
ficial shaping, and he concluded that these fell 
into the categoI""1 of ItLucky stones" (1922, p. 114). 
He mentioned that some of them were abraded, but 
more weTe not. As previously noted, the present 
writer has classified those showing abrasion as par~ 
of fire sets, and has not i nclu.ded them in the pres-
ent group, which is intended to include only the un-
defaced pebbles. These were possibly charms, and 
their distribution was widespread. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DIST!UBUTION 
AND FREQUENCY 





Hart's Falls 12 
Hathaway's 12 
Mason's 12 




Sullivan Falls 1 
Total 147 
Found 
Because of the character of the soils in cer-
tain cemeteries, it is almost impossible to deter-
mine the intrusive from the residual pebbles. Thus, 
steven's cemetery, which was laid down in coarse 
gravel, contained so many natural pebbles that no 
investigator cO:J.ld positively i:bntify the intru-
sives. Consequently, none were reported by the ex-
cavators. The identification of intrusives in those 
cemeteries laid down in pure sand, such as Mason's, 
is however an easy matter. Little weight should be 
given to the apparent leek. of natural pehbles in 
gravel-bed cemeteries like Steven's, Tarrs, Towle's, 
Erkala's and others. 
Worked Indeterminates 
As the foregoing study progressed, certain 
specimens were encountered which, for one reason or 
amother, defied classification. Some of these were 
unfinished, many were broken parts of chipped blades 
which lacked the characteristic parts, such as points 
stems, or bases. Others were center sections of hex-
agonal slate spears, with all diagnostic traits 
broken away. Many strangely shaped artifacts which 
could not be classified were encountered, and it was 
felt safer to lump them under the heading of "Worked 
Indeterminates." They have not been iliustrated, as 
many extra plates would have been required, and their 
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exclusion was not considered detrimental to this 
report. 
A total of 128 indeterminate objects were re-
corded as follows: 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION 
AND FREQUElICY 





































It might be recorded here that three graves 
from Lancaster's cemetery contained sheets of mica 
and, althoueh Moorehead mentions mica in a casual 
fashion, he does not appear to have recorded find-
ing it in any other graves, nor do the several col-
ledions display any of it. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The data for this analysis was collected dur-
ing many short trips over a period of several years. 
It is quite probable that, had more time been avail-
able, other collections of artifacts of the Maine 
Cemetery Complex l'light have been located and inclu-
ded in the tahles. The writer is well aware that 
the puhlished lists of artifacts from certain cem-
eteries indicate that greater numbers of objects 
were recovered t~an those he was able to trace, and 
it is quite possible that the inclusion of the miss-
ing artifacts might seriousl:' affect the conclusions 
reached. 
A word is in order regarding the arbitrary 
manner in which "tYI'es" have been set up, since 
archaeologists will no douht find mnch to criticize. 
It should be stated that certain collections in 
public institutions are under glass and could not 
be handled although the wri ter was extended nnlimi t-
ed freedom in most cases. Nevertheless, it often 
was necessary to compare a specimen 'mder glass with 
the b'lsic type set up by the author, by visnal means 
alone. If the specimen conforrned to a recorded type 
it was so entered in the lists. If not, a sketch 
was made on the spot, measurements were taken by a 
simple mechanical device, and the new tJ~e recorded. 
Occasion~lly the investigator encountered an arti-
fact which resembled a standard type,in all but siz~ 
but if the proportions were too dissimilar, a new 
type was set up. It is hoped that this will not 
c~use confusion and that the scale of each illus-
trated artifact will be carefully noted. 
It may be of interest to examine the situation 
of each of the original forty-four cemeteries with 
respect to nearbJ' bodies of water. Of the geograph-
ical att:!"ibutes of the sites, only their situation 
with respect to water need be mentioned, since this 
seems to be their most salient characteristic. A 
complete description of each site, while of interest 
is not properly part of this analysis. Uoorehead's 
"Archaeolog;r of Maine" and Willoughby's "Prehistoric 
Burial Places in Maine" vnll give the reader more 
information regarding many of the sites. The fol-
lowing list, in which the important c3meteries arc 
underlined, is arranged in order of preference of 
such loc'ltions. 
Situat~on with respect to water Cemetery 
1. Pond or lake - fresh water. Ebee~e, Emerson's, 
Hermon Pond, Kineo, Mason's, 
Oakland, Pemaqui<1 Poncr,-
Seboomook, Sope~'s, Swan-
ville, Waterford, Wentworths. 
2. Big river - above tide water· Bradley, Eddington, 
Godfrey's, Milford, Vance-
boro, waterville. 
3. Small river - fresh water. Erkala's, Hath-
away's, Tarr's, Towlerg;-
Passaaumkeag Sand Pit, 
Steven's. 
4. Small river - at tide water. Cheeryfield, Ells-
worth, Hartford's, Holw~'s, 
Orland Sand Pit. 
5. Big river - at tide water. Blodgett's, Bucksport, 
Hampden, Popham. 
6. Big & small rivers 
confluence 
Howland, Lancaster's 
Passad~~eag, Sunk Hayes 
Stream. 
7. Small rivers - at falls Ellsworth Falls, 
Hart's Falls 
8. Salt water - bay 




10. Saltwater - island Pripet 
55 
The list above may be summarized as follows: 
29 sites, including 9 important ones were on rivers. 
12 Sites, including 3 important ones were on ponds. 
3 sites, including 1 important one were on true 
44 salt water. 
Should river sites at tidewater be considered 
salt water sites, the list would read as follows: 
20 sites includi-ng 6 important ones were on rivers. 
12 sites including 4 important ones were on salt water. 
12 sites including 3 important ones were on ponds. 
44 
Thus it appears that fresh water sites on rivers 
were the most highly favored, which might indicate 
that the people of the Maine Cemete~J Complex were 
originally an interior group, P'lt one which was in 
the process of beco~ng acclimated to salt water. 
This is pure assumption, however, since we are deal-
ing with cemeteries and not (necessarily) habitation 
sites, few if any of which, have so far, been pos-
itiyely identified. 
As previously stated, a total of forty-four 
cemeteries have been recorded, but artifacts from 
only twenty-six of these could be found for study. 
The specimens located from several of these twenty-
six cemeteries, were so few in number that., al-
though they have been entered in the tables, t~~y are 
of little value in the following tabulation. If the 
cemeteries lacking good representative ccl1ections 
are eliminated, the number of artif~cts is reduced 
from an orieina! total of 1861 to 1678, and the list 
of cemeteries shrinks from twenty-six to twelve. 
These twelve have been called "key cemeteriesM in 
order to differentiate them from the complete list 
of forty-four, or from the ~producineM list of twenty-
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Facts and Speculation 
Gouges constituted 20.6 per c'}nt of the total 
of 1861 artifacts reco!'ded in this study. The exact 
numher was 384 and the:l' came from twent~r-one cemeter-
ies, although five of these produced onl:' one Gouge 
apiece, and were sites frof.'. which the majority of 
artifacts could not be found. It is probable that 
many gouges were among the Missjne specimens. If we 
consider just the twelve key cemeteries, we find t'mt 
the gouges acCo'lnt for approximately 19 per cent of 
the total number of soecimens. It seems reasonable 
to assume that throughout this culture the gouge fre-
quenc,V" was about one out of five artifacts. 
There auoears to be some evidence to indicate 
that knowledg~ of favored types of gouges passed from 
one site to another, or that the people themselves 
spread out. Type 3 was apparently popular at GodfreJ15 
at Oldtown; and it appeared briefly at. Hathaway's, on 
the Passadumkeag; at Mason'~on Alamoosook; and at 
Has kell' s J at Blue Hill, although not necessaril:' in 
this order. Then it moved to Steven's on the st. 
Georges River, and on to waterville on the Kennebec, 
but it. was never as numerous elsewhere as at Godfrey's. 
Type ' 4 ·was very popular at Hathaway'S. It ap-
pears briefly at Godfrey's, Hartford's, Mason's and 
Sullivan Falls, and then in meagre quantities turns 
up at Steven's and Hart's Falls. One or two speci-
mens were found at Lancaster's, on the Kennebec. 
Type 1 was most popular in the Bucksport-Orland 
area, and it appears in smaller nUrlhers on the 
Georges River at Hart's Falls and Steven's, and is 
found in about the same quantities on the Kennebec 
at Lancaster's, and at Wentworth's near Oakland. 
It may be that submerged ip these facts is a 
clue to the movements of the people of the Maine 
Cemetery Complex. It see~ reasonable to suppose 
that there may have been a flow of culture down the 
Penobscot River to Bucksport, where it fanned out. A 
strong off shoot seems to have moved southwestward 
to the Georges River and then on to the Kennebec 
River. 
The second most nl~erous artifact from the cem-
eteries was the pl1U:unet, a somewhat controversial 
artifact at best. Although about, twenty-five types 
were set up, it should be noted that types 1 and 2 
constitute about two thirds of the total. These 
two types were well distributed, although not as 
well as the gouge; only seventeen out of twenty-
six "producing" cemeteries furnished examples. 
Certain rather strange facts emerge as the data 
on frequency and distribution of pllll11J1lets is studied. 
Godfrey's Cemetery, which produced more artifacts 
than any other site, furnished only four plummets out 
of 288 spe¢imens of all types, while at Indian Island, 
a quarter of a mile away, there were twenty-two plum-
mets out of 107 specimens. 
Haskell's at Blue Hill, however, produced sixty-
one plummets out of a total of 201~ , which is about 
double its nearest competitor, i.e. Mason's where 
thirty-one plummets were fO~'1d in a total of 150 
specimens. 
Incidentally, in passing, it is worth noting 
that Haskell's was tJ-~e only cemetery producing asym-
metric plummets in quantity. The tables record that 
seventeen out of a tot.al of sixty-one phmlJ'lets were 
of that type. 
Haskell's Cemetery is located at. a narrows 
through which water rushes between Blue Hill har~or 
and Blue Hill Bay with each turn of the tide. At 
certain tides such a spot is ideal for net fishing 
and if, as has been suggested, nets were weighted 
with a row of plummets tied to their lower edges, 
we may have aT] explanation for the disproportionately 
large numbers of plmnmets at this site. It is quite 
possible that the wild rush of the water at certain 
stages of the tide did great damage to the nets with 
a consequent loss of sinkers. It looks as thoueh the 
people turned to rudimentary or asymmetric artifacts 
in an effort to cut down their losses in labor and 
in finished plummets. 
The s'~ggestion that pllL"1.llcts were real!y used 
for this purpose seems born out by the fact that 
at every site where large numbers of them have been 
found -- Haskell's, with sixty-one; Mason's, at the 
mouth of a stream tributary to Lake Alamoosook, 
thirty-one; Hartford's, on the Narraffiissic River, 
twenty-seven; Wentworth, at the outlet of Messalonskee 
Lake, twenty-four; Blodgett's, on a point where the 
Penobscot River makes a sharp bend, twenty-two; and 
at Hart's Falls, on the st. Georges River, twenty-
, two, -- net f~shing should have been excellent. 
The third largest group was chipped blades. A 
perusal of the data covering them furnishes some 
further interesting suggestions. Two hundred and five 
chipped blades were located. Of these,25 per cent, 
or fifty-oTJe, came from Godfrey's, but it will be 
, noted-tha~ twenty-six were broken to the point where 
their character suffered and it was necessary to class-
ify them as Ulndeterminates." 
The quantity of broken blades at this site seems 
strange, because while seventeen other sites produced 
a total of 154 blades, only two of them were broken 
beyond the possibility of classification. Possibly 
the amateurs who largely destroyed the Godfrey site 
broke the blades in the process, but if this is so, 
the question arises as to why none of the recovered 
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parts fit together, and also why is it that the mis-
isng parts are always the bases? 
Another striking fact is that while Godfrey's 
produced fifty-one chipped blades, Indian Island, 
just off the shore, produced only thirteen, none of 
which were broken, although that cemetery also was 
destroyed by amateurs. This disproportionate number 
of chipped blades is just the reverse of the situaticn 
disclosed while tabulating the plummets from these 
two sites. Could it be that the site on the Island 
was a fishing station, while that on the mainland was 
a less specialized site? Tills in turn brings up the 
question as to whether or not the presence of a cem-
etery is any indication of eXistence of a habitation 
site, and also whether the contents of the graves 
should be taken as ,an indication of the tools used by 
the people at a possible nearby habitation site. The 
writer feels that in both cases the answer is probably 
yes. 
One final observation which may or may not be of 
value is that the three cemeteries which produced the 
largest numbers of chipped blades, Godfrey's, Lan-
caster's and Wentworth's, were all in "big game" 
country; even today the country northeast of Oldtown 
and up Passadumkeag Stream is famous for deer and 
moose. 
The theory of an apparent spread of culture from 
the Penobscot area westward to the Kennebec, suffers 
when Figure 16, dealing with celt blades is examined. 
The Type 1 celt is by far the most numerous, and 
the largest number, eight, was fOlmd at Lancaster's. 
Two other outlying cemeteries, Wentworth's, at Oakland 
and Haskell's, at Blue Hill, each produced seven Type 
1 celts. 
The lower Penobscot area was represented in part 
by Emerson's and Hartford's, each with seven Type 1 
celts, but if all types are considered together the 
honors again go to the three outlying cemeteries - -
Wentworth's, Lancaster's, and Haskell's - - with 
Wentworth's, farthest from the Penobscot far in the 
lead. 
It will be obvious that experimentation with 
this tool appears to 'have been going on in both areas, 
as a glance at types 9, 12 and 14 froo Oldtown areas, 
and at the tabulation of the celt-combination tools, 
found only at Wentworth's and Lancaster's, will dis-
close. 
These coobination tools have not been illustrated 
because they are simply combinations of the standard 
types and because, as they were seldom duplicated, 
each would require an individual drawing. 
Ground slate blades also appear to have been 
more popular in the areas removed from the Penobscot 
River. The greatest numbers of these blades were 
recovered at Haskell's, the site at Ellsworth, on the 
Union River to the east, and Lancaster's, to the west, 
on the Kennebec. Only the cemeteries at Hartford's, 
on the Narramissic River, and Hart's Falls on the St. 
Georges, can offer any real competition. This again 
seems to indicate that as has been suggested, these 
blades were used for fishing, rather than for hunting 
big game. 
Passadumkeag prob1ematicals appear to have orig-
inated in the upper Penobscot regions where twenty-
seven of the thirty-two recorded specimens were found. 
As pointed out earlier, the two Type 9 specimens found 
at Waterville were not perforated and show signs of 
having been used as whetstones. They are of an in-
dividual design, and they closely resemble the single 
perforated specimen from this site (see type 4). It 
is possible that the-design for these artifacts was 
obtained on the Penobscot but the use to which the 
tool was originally put was lost sight of by the time 
the artifact was reproduced on the Kennebec. 
Since only seven polished slate prob1ematicals 
were found and since they occur in only four cemeter-
ies they can hardly be considered diagnostic. Need-
less to say they are probably the expression of an 
artistic impulse or were made to fill some obscure 
requirement. 
Pendants, bi-Pennate forms, and effigies must 
be classed as ceremonials' and were found in a limited 
number of cemeteries, but with fairly wide distribu-
tion, if considered as a single group. The pendants 
and effigies are definitely diagnostic. Whether or 
not the bi-pennates should be considered diagnostic 
is a question. They have aroused much inquiry and 
several investigators have requested information on 
workmanship, occurrence and distribution. Unfortunate- , 
ly the distribution of bi-pennates is extremely limit-
ed. Their form and finish precludes any idea that 
they were experimental or accidental. Whoever made 
them did so with a definite idea of their design and 
of the use to ,which they would ultimately be put. 
The effigies, particularly types 1, 2, 3, and 
4 have many of the characteristics of modern fish 
lures or plugs, ' and such may well have been their 
' intended use. There is plenty of evidence to indi-
cate that objects resembling the four types above 
were used to lure large fish within reach where they 
could be dispatched with fish spears. 
The other types appear to be charms of some sort 
and it is freely admitted this may have been the case 
with the fish. Whatever the explanation, they are an 
intriguing group of artifacts and one which any aborig-
inal race could have been proud to produce. 
In conclusion it may be stated that this complex 
first aroused the writer's curiosity some twenty years 
ago and since that time he has investigated it from 
many angles, visiting the sites, talking with persons 
familiar with the sites and the work done at them, ex-
cavating, locating, recording and analyzing existing 
artifacts wherever practicable, reviewing carefully 
the existing literature on the Complex, 'and, finally 
working out this report. 
In view of the extended and somewhat heated con-
troversy regarding the age and chronological position 
of this Complex, the reader m~ possible be curious 
regarding the opinions reaehed by the writer in the 
course of his investigation. These can in no sense 
be considered as proven, but are siliIp1y beliefs sub-
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ject to change as more evidence accumulates. Some of 
tbem are as follows: 
1. The people of the ~ne Cemetery Complex came 
into Maine probably from the north or northeast, with 
their culture well developed. No prototypes are 
found. Their principal settlements were in the Penob-
scot River valley, whence they eventually spread in 
other directions. There is evidence that they visitEd 
or lived at some of the larger shell heap sites for a 
short time. They appear to have been a hunting-fish-
ing people and definitely possessed as weapons the 
spear, knife, and daguer. The proportion of chipped 
blades small enough to be considered arrowheads is ' so 
10w--oo1y seven of a total of 205 blades fit this 
category--that it seems probable the people did not 
possess the bow and arrow. 
2. The deposits in which their tools are found 
appear to be graves of an ,indentifiable culture com-
plex. 
3. The people developed to a spectacular degree 
the use of red ochre in their burial rites, and sev-
eral variations of the practice have been noted. 
This use of red ochre has been one of the principle 
reasons for the widespread misconceptions regarding 
this Complex. The practice is not in itself a di-
agnostic trait, although it is a definite cultural 
characteristic 
A word of caution is in orde~ for those who have 
excavated graves containing red ochre such as: The 
Lake Assawampsett site, excavated by the Middleboro 
Archaeological Society; the Orwell, Vermont, site, 
excavated by Museum of the American Indian, Heye 
Foundation; the Eel River site, reported by Jesse 
Brewer; the Swanton, Vermont site, reported by the 
late Professor George H. Perkins; the burial at Strat-
ford, Connecticut, reported by John J. Dawson; the 
burial at Guilford, Connecticut, reported py Lyent 
W. Russell. 
The writer respectfully suggests that before such 
graves are permanently labelled "Red Paint, It a care-
ful comparison be made between the material recovered 
from them, and the artifacts illustrated in this re-
port. The writer further suggests that the misnomer 
~ed Paint" be permanently discarded, and that the 
name, "Maine Cemetery Complex" be applied, at least 
temporarily, to the graves and artifacts discussed 
in this report. 
In his "Pre-Iroquoian Occupations of New York 
state," Ritchie lists many; sites at which burials 
containing red ochre have been found. Descriptions 
of the artifacts found with these will be found in 








Vine Valley Aspect 
Middlesex focus 





, pages 186-198 
It 121-186 
Ritchie has carefully avoided labeling these "Red 
Paint" graves, but in the case of the Orient and 
point Peninsula foci, he notes a slight similarity 
to the Maine Complex (p.233). On pages 246-253 and 
259, he indicates his suspicion that the Maine Com-
plex probably constitutes a new focus of his Lau-
rentian Aspect. The writer suggests that the illus-
trated artifacts from 'Ritchie's several components 
also be carefully compared with those from the Maine 
cemeteries, before too definite conclusions are 
reached. 
4. The artifacts deposited in the graves appear 
to have been ordinary every day tools, as many of 
them show signs of wear, and damage from continued 
use. On the other hand, certain flawless artifacts 
appear to have been made solely for use as "grave 
goods", while others may be classed as "ceremonials." 
However, flawless and ceremonial artifacts are def-
initely in the minority. 
5. People of the Maine Cemetery Complex seem to 
have passed on few of their characteristic techniques 
to their successors in Maine. Typical Maine Cemetery 
Complex artifacts which disappeared are; many char-
acteristic forms of the gouge, celt, and adze, 
particularly the long slim types; the very large 
chipped blades and the chipping technique which ac-
companied them; some of the more artistic plummets, 
principally those with dOUble knobs; practically all 
of the polished slate blades and spears; the Passa-
dumkeag problematicals,; the crescentic penaants; and, 
lastly, the effigies, 
6. These people seem to have developed the stone 
gouge to a degree of numerical occurrence, and excel-
lence of workmanship unknown elsewhere. 
7. They do not appear to have possessed tubes (1), 
ulus, pipes, double-holed gorgets, birdstones (in the 
accepted sense), boatstones, shaft smoothers, true 
grooved axes (2), pestles, mortars, pottery or stea-
tite vessels~ snub-nosed scrapers~ trianguloid arrow-
(1) Two tubes were found by Moorehead while excavating graves 116 and 117 in Mason's Cemetery, but the 
graves (and tubes) were considered by him and by the present writer to have been intrusive (Moorehead, 1922, 
pp.46, 49). 
(2) One true full grooved axe was found in the Godfrey collection (Type 14). This may or may not have 
been included by error, but this collection has been moved several times and it is quite probably that this 
axe was mixed into the material from the graves in the process. To ~ knowledge, no other true grooved axe, 
celt, or gouge has ever been found in graves of the Kaine Cemetery Complex. It is probably intrusive, but is 
included here because it appeared in an otherwise "pure" collection. 
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points, beads, fishhooks, nor objects of shell, copper 
or bone (1). No chipped drills have been found, al-
though there is definite evidence of their use in the 
holes reamed ~hrough the Passadumkeag prob1ematicals. 
Also, the knowledge of the reed and sand technique 
for dri11ing .stones seems proved by the holes bored 
through the Penobscot River bannerstones. 
8. These people seem to have disappeared from 
Kaine about or just before the arrival of the she11-
heap builders with their bows and arrows, and pottery 
making technique. This observation seems proven by 
the definite but thin ·steri1e layer in the shell heaps 
which separate the lowest pre-pottery levels contain-
ing Maine Cemetery Complex material from the pottery-
bearing levels of the Shell-Heap People above. 
All the evidence available to us today seems to 
indicate that at some remote period in the past, that 
shadowy group we have chosen to call the "People of 
the Maine Cemetery Complex" were subjected to a ruth-
less and successful campaign of mass extermination. 
(1) As stated earlier, Byers and Johnson found a group of unique graves in a shell heap on Blue Hill 
Bay which contained artifacts similar to those of the Maine Cemetery Complex. Accompanying these was a series 
of incised bone daggers. It is possible that when the report of this excavation is published, it will be 
established that Byers and Johnson have found the first bone material from this Cump1ex, as well as the first 
true habitation site. 
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1 3 1 .5 
11 2 1 1 4 
12 51 1 1 1 3 
13 ~m 1 1 1 3 
14 ~~ 3 3 I') 0 2 2 
16 ~P 1 1 2 
17 6a 1 1 
18 6b 1 1 
19 DC 1 1 
20 6d 1 1 
21 6e ~ ...1 
22 6g 1 1 
23 6f 1 1 
24 6h 1 ...1 
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2 8b 1 1 1 3 4 3 4 5 22 
3 8e 3 4 1 4 3 1 1 2 li 
~ 
tld 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 16 
8f 4 1 
~ 
3 1 15 6 8g 2 1 1 13 
7 tle 1 1 7 1 1 11 
8 8h 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 10 
9 8i 7 7 
10 8j 1 2 2 1 6 
11 81 1 3 1 5 
12 8k 4 4 
13 8m 1 1 1 3 
14 8n 1 1 1 3 
15 80 1 1 2 
16 9a 1 1 2 
17 9b 1 1 2 
i8 ge 1 1 2 
19 9d 1 1 2 
20 ge ' 1 1 2 
21 9k 1 1 
22 9f 1 1 
23 9g 1 1 
24 9h 1 1 
~g 
9i 1 1 
9j 1 1 
27 91 1 1 
Undeterminates 26 1 1 28 
Totals I 9 14 . 1 10 51 4 9 16 3 · 13 23 4 4 6 9 1 1 27 205 
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5 14d 4 S 2 2 13 
6 141' 1 1 2 1 1 6 
7 1,a 1 1 1 2 S 
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9 15c 2 2 1 S 
10 15d 1 2 3 
11 lllaB 1 1 
12 15e 1 1 
13 14d 1 1 i. W ith hole 
14 15f 1 1 
15 15g 1 1 
16 ISh ' 1 1 
17 lSi 1 1 
COr.1bination 
Ce 9-O~116 1 1 
Ce 1-00 4 1 1 
Totals I S 7 10 8 8 III 17 8 14 16 15 6 8 2 6 1 22 167 
------------------- GROlTND SLATE BLADES -------------
1 17a 4 
2 17b 7 
3 17g 2 1 
~ 
17f 1 1 
17h 1 
6 17d 1 3 
7 17c 1 1 
8 17e 1 
9 18g 1 
10 ItJa 2 
11 18b 1 1 
12 18e 1 
13 ISh 
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16 18f 
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1 20a 6 6 
2 20b 2 
~ ; 3 20c 
~ 
20d 2 1 3 
20e 2 1 3 
6 20f 1 1 1 3 
7 20g 3 3 
8 20h 3 3 
9 20i 2 2 
10 20j 1 1 
Totals 15 1 11 1 1 3 32 
POLISHED SLATE PROBLEMATICALS 
1 21a 1 1 
I I 
2 
2 21d 1 1 
3 21e 1 1 
4 21c 1 1 
5 'ill 6 21b 
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----------------- PEN DENTS CRESCENTIC --------------
1 22a 1 1 1 3 
2 22b 1 1 
3 22c 1 1 
4 22d 1 1 
5 22e 1 1 
6 22f 1 1 
Others 
7 22g 1 1 
8 22h 1 1 
9 22i 1 1 
Totals 1 5 1 2 1 1 11 
___________________ III PElmATE FORMS ---------------
1 23b 1 1 
2 23d 1 1 
3 23e 1 1 
~ 
23c 1 1 
23a 1 1 
Totals 1 4 5 
_____________________________________ ~IGI~-------------------------------
1 24a 1 1 
2 24b 1 1 
3 24c 1 1 
~ 
2M 1 1 
24e 1 1 
6 24£ 1 1 
Totals 1 1 2 1 1 6 
FIRE SEl'S 
4 81 3 91 11 16 I 4 41 5 11 I 8 12 I 95 
RU13!3ING STONES 
.3 11 1 61 8 6 6 3 9 I 14 3 ;> 21 1 26 1 94 
NATURAL PEBBLES 
I 2 25112 Iii 20 112 101 7 12 1 1 11 31 1147 
INDETERlUNATFS 
1 21 5 411 1 13 9 122 61 li1 1 2 1 51 1 iI 1128 




3 I 3 
1 10~ 12815017179 59 60110 22 20911861 
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* Not appearing under cemetery heading but included in the grand total are: ;; gouges, Type 13 from Passa-
dUlnkeag Sand pit, 1 combination gouge, types 5 and 1 from Bradley, 1 adze, type 6 from Lincoln, 1 ground 
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5. EBEEME POND 
6. EDDINGTON BEND 
(VEAZIE) 
1. ELLSWORTH FALLS 
8. ELLSTKJRTH 
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APPENDIX B 
LIST OF MAINE COJ.4PLEX CEMEl'ERIES 
Found on the site of the old Blodgett tannery where paper mill now stands. 17 
relics excavaced by Peabody Museum in 1891. Completely destroyed now. 
W. B. Smith No Report. 
Cemetery in center of town. Many graves found when houses were built on north-
east side of Main street. Location indefinite. Relics scattered. 
A site reported by W. S. IIadlock. 9 relics loaned to Museum by James C. Milliken 
found in a gravel bank. 
Is supposed to have a cemetery on a sand pit. It has never been excavated, as 
permission could not be obtained. Still there (1) (if it can be reached under 
dammed-up water.) A few specimens were recovered. 
Superimposed village ~~d cemetery found and excavated by W. B. Smith. Relics 
at Mt. Desert. Abbe Museum. 
on the Vnion River. Found in 1910 by workmen. A few objects secured by W. B. 
Smith. 
Cemetery one mile below the town, on the Union River, - high bluff on the east 
bank. 1893-4 excavated by C. C. Willoughby for the Peabody Museum - 73 relics 
secured. Many more implements presented to the Peabody Museum by G. S. Cook, 
W. M. Haines, H. L. WoodcocK. 
9. EMERSON, Elijah- LAKE ALAMOOSOOK - ORLAND. First plowed by Dr. Augustus C. Hamlin and Mr. Foster 
Soper. They secured 90 relics, which were destroyed by the Bangor fire. 
Arthur E. Marks secured 30 more for Andover. Mr. Emerson presented 14 to 
10. ERKALA'S, Warren 
11. GODFREY, Fred 
12. HAMPDEN 
13. HART'S FALLS ON TEE 
Peabody Museum. In 1912 the cemetery was examined by Phillips Acade~. Cemetery 
located at outlet of Lake - north side. 
Cemetery located on a sand ridge 1/8 mile north of Stevens's, on a lower sand 
ridge. Relics dug out by Erkala and sold. Some saved by B. L. Smith. 30 still 
in Erkala's poss~ssion in 1931. Produces a few each year. 
OLD TOWN - Found by Godfrey in 1890 and excavated slowly by him until 1919, when 
Phillips Acade~ finished the job. West bank of the Penobscot, opposite Indian 
Island. 300 relics in Godfrey's possession, including most of the material re-
covered hy Moorehead. 
Small deposit in sand bank - found by 'Workmen. Visited by W. B. Smith and a few 
relics secured. He gave no information. 
GEORGE'S RIVER Warren Opened many years ago by Dr. Alden and George Leach. 200 relics owned by 
W. H. Gannet, Fort Western Museu..'II, Augusta. Others at the State House, Augusta 
and some scattered. 
14. HARTFORD, Capt. Seth N. - ORLAND - 1912. Excavated by Phillips Acade~. Cemetery under the barns. 
15. HASKELL, Coburn - PARKER'S POINT - BLUE HILL. 150 to 200 graves - 1913 found by workmen and largely 
destroyed by them. Two days hurried excavation by Phillips Acade~ on 40 graves. 
Specimens ·secured by the workmen (200), Haskell (100), W. B. Smith (1), and Dr. 
Moorehead (10'to 80 from workmen and 200 from graves.) 
16 • . HATHAWAY, S. H. - PASSADUMKEAG - EXcavated by Phillips Acade~ in 1912. Ce~etery located on a slope 
on north bank of Passadumkeag stream. 6 relics in Hathaw~v's possession. 
17. HERMON POND 
18. HOLWAY, Fred J. 
A small deposit found by workmen. 1 large gouge secured by Slujth - (Worth keep-
ing an eye on. 
ORLAND- Cemetery in a sand pit opened in 1893. Some relics secured by A. E. Marks 
now at Andover. 79 relics ~ecured by C. C. Willoughby for Peabody Museum. 
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19. HOWLAND cemetery found and excavated by W. B. Smith (1913-1916.) 
20. INDIAN ISLAND - OLD TOWN Dr. Moorehead was always positive there was a cemetery on Indian Island, 
as the inhabitants often dug up relics by accident, but they refused to permit 
excavation. This cemetery was found in 1939 by a W.P.A. Crew. Specimens at 
Bar Harbor Museum. 125 in B. L. Smith collection. More bought by Dr. A. Gerend, 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin, also a few in the University of Pennsylvania Collection. 
21. KINEO HOTEL SITE - KINEO - MOCSEHEAD LAKE. A few graves found many years ago. Destroyed by hotel 
workmen. 
22. LANCASTER, Fred - WINSLOW - 1919. Excavated by Moorehead for the Bangor Historical Society - now 
in Bangor Public Library. Cemetery located on a knoll 100 meters from Sebasti-
cook River. Possibly a few graves left. 
23. LINCOLN, HAINE - MATANAWCOOK ISLAND (Abbe Museum collection.) 7 relics sent to Museum in 1933 by 
W. J. Cl~on. 
24. MASON'S - LAIq; ALAMOOSOOK - ORLAND Found on east side of Toddy Pond outlet, 300 feet from the 
Alamoosook shore, on a low, clean sand ridge. First excavated by George F. 
Johnson of Boston, who found 107 relics. In 1912 it was re-excavated by Phillips 
Academy. Thereis a persistent report of more graves to be found. The Johnson 
collection was purchased by the Peabody Museum, Salem, Massachusetts. They have 





29. P ASSADU1lKEAG 
30. PE1IAQUID POND, 
31. POPHAM BEACH 
W. B. Smith No report. 
Cemetery WIder modern cemetery on ridge at foot of Messalonskee Lake. R~lics 
found by Peavy. More remains there. 
A small deposit in back of schoolhouse on edge of sand pit. Now destroyed. 
Cemetery oh present site of Passadwnkeag Village. Has never been located def-
initely, or excavated. 
Sand pit cemetery one kilometer east of the town on the north side of the stream 
road. Destroyed in 1902. Found by workmen. 5 gouges saved by a Mr. Whittier 
of Passadumkeag, and five more by Marks for Andover. See Type 13 plate 3. 
DAMARISCOTTA. Destroyed in 1897. Excavated by Arthur L. Phelps. 18 relics (gift 
of Abram T. Gamage in Peabody Museum, Cambridge. 75 relics in Maine Historical 
Society, Portland, Maine. 
One grave found by J. Eric Carlson - contained long slate spear and fireplace 
debris. Nothing more found. Spearhead still in the possession of Carlson. 
32. PRIPET ON ISLESBORO IN PEI!ODSCOT BAY. Visited by Moorehead in 1919. Unimportant - no full report. 
33. SEBCOMOOK, MAINE. Reported by Hadlock that R.P. relics are being salvaged from shallow water by an 
Indian woman. She is said to have some very fine lnaterial. 
34. SOPER'S KNOLL - LAKE ALA1IOOSOOK - ORLAND. 1892 excavated by C. C. Willoughby for the Peabody Museum. 
Knoll located a short distance north of F~erson's (1/4 mile.) 
3~. STEVENS, George - WARREN. Completely excavated by Phillips Academy. A few specimens recovered by 
B. L. Smith. Ce~etery located on hill west of Georges River. 
36. SULLIVAN FALLS ON FREI'!CHlIlAN'S BAY. Cemetery on west bank under and near the old railroad embankment. 
Found by workmen making cut in 1885 and largely destroyed. 37 relics presented 
to Peabody Museum by Cyrus Emery and Alfred Johnson of Boston and H. L. Woodcock 
of Belfast, Maine. Re-examined by phillips Academy in 1913. Possibly a few 
relics remain in the talus. 
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37. SUNK HAYES STREAM. Found by workmen, visited by W. B. Smith and Moorehead. Destroyed by steam Shovel 
I think more remains here. 
38. Sl'.ANVILLE W. B. Smith No report. 
39. TARa, S~nuel - W.\P~E1' - 191~. Partly excavated by Tarr, Dr. Alden and visitors, Phillips Academy. 
Tarr still has about 20 relics. 
10 JUSSACHUSETTS ARCHJ.EOLOGICAL SOCIETY: BULU;TIN 
40. TOWLE~ Gerald - WARREN. A boulder cemetery found and excavated by Mr. Gerald Towle in 1930. Speci-




A site reported by W. S. Hadlock 
A site reported by W. S. Hadlock 
Cemetery on shore of Kennebec "below the falls~ at site of a mill. Destroyed 
in 1892. 23 relics in Peabody Museum, gift of Ellen R. Emerson. 
44. WENTWORTH, Charles - OAKLAND - 1920 - PHILLIPS ACADEMY. Most of objects are in the late Dr. J. H. 
Wilson's Museum at Castine. Cemetery located on a high ridge overlooking outlet 
of Messalonskee Lake. Relics found by Hutchings, Tozier, Wentworth, Phillips 
Acadenv· 
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